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A SPIRITUAL JOURNEY ..... A LOVE STORY ..... A SEARCH FOR TRUTHAn extraordinary
spiritual encounter has left psychotherapist Tessa Lynne in a quandary. Her intuition tells her to
believe--her logical mind demands proof. Over the course of the next year, a series of surreal
events unfolds, forcing her to question her judgment and to examine her beliefs. Each time she
thinks she knows the truth of her experience, she is tested again.Tessa is told of our purpose
here, about life after death and the spirit world, and then of a long-lost destiny named Michael.
Then she learns that he is dying. She reaches out to him on a spiritual level and he sees her in a
dream. They have visions of past lives, are surrounded by the Light. Is it possible Michael might
survive? Could their destinies be restored? Who holds that power?Events predicted to Tessa in
1995 have since come to pass. They resonate more strongly now, more than twenty years later.
Discover why she was approached, learn more about the Invisible Choir, and use her story to
explore the course of your own life journey.
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endsEpilogueAcknowledgementsContinue Your JourneyPrefaceIt was September 1995. I was
catching my breath. A turbulent few years had turned to relative calm—it ended when my
intuitive self collided with its rational counterpart. In the year that followed, one surreal event after
another left me questioning my professional judgment and my personal beliefs.At the time, I had
been a psychotherapist for ten years. My strong sense of inner truth influenced my work
sessions and existed in close harmony with my analytical, logical mind—until the day I was
confronted with something from outside the physical realm.My dilemma—could I accept the
truth of my encounter? Could I trust my initial, intuitive belief? My logical mind clamored for
undeniable proof. Which would prevail, logic or intuition? It was to be an extended battle.This is
a story in three parts.First, the prologue will introduce you to Sally. This is not her story, but some
knowledge of hers will help you to understand my inner conflict.Part I begins with what was
revealed to me: details of the spirit world, our purpose in taking physical lives, and predictions of
future events. It ends with how I learned of a long-lost destiny, Michael, and then that he was
near death.Part II is excerpts from our letters—the power and possibilities of a spiritual
connection and our heart-wrenching discoveries of a lost life. You will learn if Michael recovered
and if our destinies were restored.Part III reveals more information about spiritual life and details
of the extraordinary events that propelled me further on my journey to know truth.Finally, the
epilogue summarizes subsequent events, from 1996 to the present.I was told that I was meant to
share the information I was given, but I can no longer limit the telling of my story to family,
friends, and interested others whose paths have crossed with mine. The events foretold twenty



years ago have come to pass; we live with their repercussions. It is for this reason that I want to
reach a larger audience.My hope, for every reader, is that you will open your heart and mind and
consider the story of your own life path as you reflect on my experience and the message I was
given.Tessa LynneSeptember 2016Note: To protect confidentiality, some nonessential details
have been altered, a number of pseudonyms have been used, and the exact location of the
setting has been kept vague.Prologue1990Excerpts from Case NotesMarchSally has come to
the mental health center at the urging of a friend. She is 40 years old, married, with a son in
college and a daughter in high school. She trained in laboratory science and now manages a
private lab. Physically, Sally is broad-shouldered, above average in height, and overweight, but
with a muscular appearance that is healthy and fit. She wears her long, auburn hair in a loose
bun and often props her glasses on top of her head. Today Sally seldom makes eye contact and
is agitated, her voice weak and hesitant. Among her interests are: music, she plays guitar and
sings in a church choir; art, she draws caricatures at art fairs; and softball, she is an avid player.
She states she has no prior history of a mental health diagnosis or treatment.Presenting
complaint for Sally is the experience of extreme anxiety for the last two months, with frequent
nightmares and episodes she describes as “losing time.” She says the only stressful event in her
life is that her daughter has started to babysit. Sally feels a sense of terror and she fears for her
daughter’s safety, even though she knows and trusts the family. I ask Sally if she feels
comfortable talking with me and if she wants to begin regular sessions. She replies that she
would and adds, “I want to get my life back.”AprilSally is more comfortable now with the process
of therapy and speaks easily and openly about her adult life, often with insight. Her general
competence and abilities, her high standards at work, and her devotion to her family are
apparent. She speaks warmly of her close circle of supportive friends. Her sense of humor is
evident, her full face breaking easily into a smile when a subject is not threatening.Sally reports
she experienced a loss of time while writing in her journal. She returned to find an entry in
childlike printing. Several more entries gave increasing hints of trauma and abuse. They refer to
a man for whom Sally would frequently babysit, friends of her parents. She denies any memory
of mistreatment by him, but her voice loses conviction and she shakes her head and pauses, as
if listening to someone. She admits she hears a voice, which she tries to ignore, but she has
been hearing it more frequently and more insistently, saying, “It did happen.”MayA few memories
have become clearer to Sally; she can no longer deny they are of real events. She has been
aware of what she calls “warring forces” within her. Today she found it difficult to focus and shook
her head as if to clear it. Then, with a deep intake of breath, she closed her eyes for a moment.
When they opened, it was not the Sally I have known. Her demeanor was one of single-minded
intent, her voice stronger. “I am The Protector. I am doing everything in my power to hold back
the memories. That has been my role since the earliest abuse, by the grandfather, when Sally
was very young. That was when I first helped her to leave her body. It was the only way to protect
her. She cannot handle the return of the memories. I will fight to keep them away; that is my
function.”Sally often stayed with her grandfather and older male cousins while her parents took



her grandmother out of state for medical appointments. She recalls little of that time and says
her entire childhood is a blur, with few distinct memories. She several times found herself in the
principal’s office at school, was told she had been in a fight, but had no memory of it.JuneThe
Protector appeared again today. She said she is battling an entity she calls “The Destroyer.” She
claims it is “he” who insists that more memories surface. The Protector believes as strongly that
the memories will destroy Sally. The Destroyer then came forward to say, “Sally cannot be whole
if the memories are not returned—it is essential to her eventual well-being.”The Protector and
The Destroyer sometimes engage in battle in their attempts to assert dominance and come
forward to plead their case. It is draining for Sally, and, with the toll of anxiety and lost time, she
has taken a leave of absence from work. The Destroyer remains adamant that the memories
must be returned.JulyThe Protector and The Destroyer have reached a truce; he has agreed to
return the memories at a gradual pace. I assured them that I will help Sally to process and
assimilate the memories. Now that they are in agreement, she feels rested and refreshed after
they appear.As I began this session with Sally, she lost focus and concentration and then closed
her eyes. A minute later, when her eyes opened, it was not the Sally I am used to. She was timid
and spoke in a soft, hesitant voice. Her name is also Sally, but she is fourteen. She said that she
and several others exist in an old dilapidated house where they each inhabit a small room. Their
efforts to communicate are brief and disjointed, each existing in solitary isolation. She
occasionally hears the voices of others at some distance from the house.AugustThe teenage
Sally is gradually sharing her memories of abuse and torture. When she told the abuser she
wouldn’t accept requests to babysit, he named friends of hers he would ask instead. When she
threatened to tell the police, he convinced her that his friends on the police force would protect
him and that her parents would also believe him.The young Sally said today that there was
someone else who needed my help. She retreated, and I could hear her coaxing someone to
come forward, explaining how to make the transition as if there was a special passage to
traverse. A minute later, I saw the innocent face of a child. She spoke in a whisper, with a lisp,
and frequently reached down to pull up her (invisible) knee socks. Her name is Molly; she is four
years old. In bits and pieces, she told how her grandfather had hurt her. Molly told her mother
she didn’t want to go back there, but she couldn’t convincingly explain why. The adult Sally
pieced together her own memories of going to her grandparents’ house with Molly’s account;
they form a cohesive, but devastating, history, and she is realizing how the early abuse led to her
later vulnerability.SeptemberToday only The Destroyer came forward. “The Protector has with-
drawn, but she intends to remain vigilant. She trusts you, with my assistance, to help Sally.”
When I said it no longer makes sense to refer to him by that name, he replied, “You may call me
Reality. It was my task to return Sally to the reality of her everyday life after she escaped the
abuse by leaving her body, what you call dissociating. I knew she needed to experience her life;
she could not disengage from it. You have shown a high level of commitment and that you are
capable of the task before you. It will not be an easy one. You have been tested. The memories
will be returned gradually, but they will be returned. Sally will never be whole if they are not. That



is my concern: that she becomes whole.”I consider Reality to be an Internal Self Helper, a
common factor in the treatment of those with Dissociative Identity Disorder (Diagnostic &
Statistical Manual, DSM IV-R). Of my many clients with histories of trauma and abuse, Sally is
the only one who has met the key criterion: one or more alternate personalities assume
executive control—they make decisions, and act in the world, independently of their host.Case
Summary through September, 1995During the first year of Sally’s therapy, the eight primary alter
personalities came forward, urged and supported by those who had come before them. Then
came their eight counterparts, who held the most negative emotions of the alters. They had split
off when the abuse ended and were relegated to a primitive existence on “the other side.”Nine
months into therapy, Sally was able to return to work, but the first three years were intense. The
teenage personalities were tempted to experience the world and often took control, creating
havoc in Sally’s life. Through therapy, each gave voice to the reality of her past and learned to
accept the limitations of the present. Reality took control on a few occasions to prevent serious
harm coming to Sally, but he said he could not intervene every time an alter took over. When I
suggested that a change in their internal environment would be therapeutic, he somehow
provided building materials for them to replace the dilapidated old house. In their internal,
psychic world the alters constructed and furnished a beautiful home. In the process, they began
to interact with each other, establish individual roles, and become a functional family.Now, after
five years of therapy, the eight primary alters are ready to integrate with their counterparts. The
five older ones appear to each other to have aged to their early thirties. Most of our work now
revolves around how the alters will be a part of Sally’s current life and on her acceptance of them
as essential to her identity and her wholeness.Early in her therapy, Sally said, “I feel like a
shattered vase. Pieces of myself are scattered all over the floor. I don’t see how they can ever be
put back together.” Recently, she said, “The pieces of the vase have been gathered up and are
roughly in place. I think they need only a few, small adjustments before they mesh as one.”ParT
1A Spiritual Journey19951. Outside the RealmSALLY HAS JUST LEFT. I need to make a record
of this encounter with Reality, but it does not belong in a case note; it is outside the realm of my
therapeutic work. In fact, it is far removed from any part of the physical realm—it is a journey to
the realm of spirit.How can I explain this encounter to others? How can I even explain it to
myself? I need to first put it in context.Reality has always presented as both more and less than
the alter personalities: less, in that he has no personal history and does not interact as one of
them; more, in that he has demonstrated powers they do not have and he is wiser. In their
internal world, he is perceived as a father-like figure who appears among them only when he is
needed.Sally has been aware, since childhood, of a source that brings her peace and comfort.
More recently she has been aware of Reality’s soothing presence to the alters. She has come to
realize that it is the same force; he has always been close to her. “I am surrounded by a strong,
calming energy field. I can’t explain it, but Reality can be present to the others, somewhere
inside of my mind, and I can also experience him as a spiritual presence.”After the first crisis-
filled year of Sally’s therapy, Reality has sometimes been unavailable. He has talked vaguely of a



need to be elsewhere, has said he must replenish his energy, and has referred to a superior
entity that guides him. In recent weeks, he has implied that he is more than the role he has
assumed with Sally. I wish now that I had made notes of his brief, elliptical comments that hinted
of knowledge beyond her conscious, or even her unconscious, mind. He has turned our brief
exchanges away from Sally’s needs; his usual terse manner of speaking has changed to one
that is more conversational.Reality is in no hurry to leave today. I start to say my usual goodbye,
but he interrupts me, looks at me intently.“Tessa, Sally can spare a few minutes. I wish to speak
with you.”There is a subtle change in his tone, but his appearance is much the same as usual. It
is still Sally, in a typical outfit of neat slacks and blazer, but when he inhabits her body it is with
less animation and facial expression, and the voice is slightly deeper, with little inflection. Sally
wears her long hair pulled back and never wears makeup, so the differences suggest a gender-
neutral mien. The one change Reality always makes is to take off her glasses; he says he
doesn’t need them.Here, in my private practice office, we remain in the same comfortable chairs
Sally and I always take, sharing a corner table. The large window lets in filtered light and a
glimpse of the Missouri river through half-closed blinds. A fig tree and two philodendrons bring a
touch of green indoors; an area rug adds rich but muted colors. The pictures on the walls depict
scenes from nature, except for one, a portrait of three Native American elder women—
weathered, dignified, filled with spirit—their long black hair flowing in the wind.I wait for Reality to
continue.“Have my recent comments led you to question my role in Sally’s life?”When I answer
that they have, he does not keep me in suspense.“I am Sally’s spiritual guardian. It has been
necessary for me to play a much larger role in her life than what is common for guardians. As
you know, my efforts on her behalf are now less in demand, leaving me free to pursue other
objectives related to my purpose in the spirit world.”I have raised an internal eyebrow in
skepticism but my interest is stronger, as is a sense of the truth of what Reality is telling me. I
suspend any disbelief and ask him if a guardian is the same as a guardian angel.“Guardian
angel is not a term used in the spirit world, and it is not an accurate one. A spirit does not take
the role of guardian from the angel realm.”My tendency to be flippant comes into play, and
Reality confirms my light-hearted assumption that he does not have wings, even shows a
glimmer of a smile, and then I hear a more serious tone.“Angels carry messages from one spirit
to another and to spiritual human beings with the ability to receive such messages. They also
watch over situations on behalf of the Creator. Most angels are in that realm as a learning
experience and will eventually return to the realm of spirits who take physical lives. Archangels
remain in a permanent position of nurturing and teaching; it is the manner in which they have
chosen to serve the Creator.”I listen, still trying to take in the idea that Reality is a spirit.“It is to
the spirit world that I sometimes return—to replenish my strength and to seek the guidance of
my superior. Permission was recently granted for me to reveal my identity to you. This was after
close scrutiny of you in the years you have worked with Sally, and even before then. The final
decision was not mine; it was made by those I answer to.”Reality cuts off my next question and
tells me that Sally’s schedule requires him to leave.“I hope we can soon have a longer



conversation. I will be alert for opportunities. Sally is to know of my identity, and all that I tell you,
but not until she has made further progress toward full integration.”In the moment it takes Sally to
return, I consider the ethics of speaking to an entity who is not my client, but it would be useless
to search the guidelines; they contain no reference to speaking to a client’s guardian. I would not
have entertained the possibility early in her treatment. Now I need to give it further thought.Sally
is my last client of the day. As soon as the door closes behind her, I look for a notebook to record
this encounter. So far, it is a matter-of-fact account, a reflection of my twenty years of experience
writing reports and assessments. I start with known facts and observations and then add my
professional analysis and conclusions, keeping my personal opinions and feelings at a far
remove. I cannot do that with this development.I would write of this encounter in my journal if I
kept one current. Every few years I am hit with an urge to start one, and I carefully select the
perfect notebook and pen. I compare cover designs—which one says me at that point in time? I
touch the paper to find just the right feel, the subtle texture I like. Is the weight of the pen
balanced, does it fit the contours of my hand? Does the ink glide on smoothly? And then the few
sporadic entries I make in each one take less time than the selection process. I often
recommend to clients that they journal, but it is not how I process my own life.If I continue this
conversation with Reality, I will want to record it, but not as case notes, and it does not precisely
fit in a personal journal. It will require a recording of facts and a certain distance, my usual writing
style, with the addition of personal reflections and opinions. I will use this ordinary spiral
notebook, bought two for a dollar when my daughters were in junior high.Rational vs. IntuitiveI
stop at home for a quick bite to eat and to trade my dress for a tank top and shorts, all I need on
this first day of September. Charkey comes running and meows for his supper and a little
attention. I remember to turn on the sprinklers in the back yard, then drive a mile out of town and
over the causeway to the island.I have kept at bay my reaction to this encounter with a new
reality (the pun is noticed, if not intended). I do not want to err on either side of this—by
dismissing Reality’s claims outright or by blind acceptance of them. This is the place for me to
consider them, but not quite yet.I walk here on the island several times a week, making it a more
intentional act when I need to reflect deeply or to center myself in meditation within the solitude
and sustenance of nature. It is where I review my therapeutic work and my role as a single
parent, where I release the tensions of the day or week. Less frequently, I give vent here to
feelings of anger and frustration, a clearing of negative emotions as I walk. Always, I am
replenished by the simple act of connecting with the earth. A fast walk over gently sloping natural
trails puts me in touch with my body; a slower, meditative, walk connects me to myself.This is
where I reflect on and process the passages of my life. It is where I grieved for my father twelve
years ago and where, a year before that, I made the anguished decision to divorce. More
recently, it is here that I faced frustration and loss when my ability to walk for hours was reduced
to five minutes or less. Now, three years later, I can manage an hour on my best days.This
ground has known my tears; the trees have absorbed my pain. I have picked up sizable rocks,
transferred to them the weight of the past, and heaved them into the river—letting go. I have felt



here the sheer joy of being alive and have merged with the sights, sounds, and textures of the
natural world: a newborn fawn curled in a nest of grass; skunks scratching in the dirt for insects;
minks playing tag among the ruins of an old stone cabin. I lean against the largest trees and feel
their energy; the wind carries my prayers. This is my living journal: an organic, visceral process of
reflection and renewal. I need no pen or paper—it is written directly on my soul.Now, alternating
fast and slow walking for thirty minutes, I make my way to the shelter on the bank of the river.
The open, wooden structure, set among tall pines and cottonwoods, is a natural fit. I sit in a lotus
position and admire the dusty-blue seed clusters of a dark green juniper, appreciate their
contrast with the narrow, silver-green leaves of a nearby Russian olive tree. I listen to a squirrel’s
angry chatter at my intrusion. While he makes his peace with me, I look out at the gently flowing
water and up to the bluffs rising opposite. I settle into myself, take some deep, calming breaths,
and consider the question I have come here seeking to answer.I am aware first of an inner
energy rising up within me in confirmation: some part of me knows Reality’s truth. I rest in that for
a minute, until my rational mind asserts itself and asks if I am not being too quick—it is a familiar
pattern.When my more spiritual, intuitive self conflicts with my more practical, rational side, I
have learned to seek inner guidance. More accurately, I have learned that it would be wise for
me to do so, but I do not consistently follow the path of wisdom. Like a whining child, my rational
mind has learned that persistence often prevails. It is louder and more insistent, convinced of its
superiority and its ability to wear me down with repetition.In contrast, when I work with clients on
an intuitive level my rational self is blocked to some extent. At the close of a session, I often find
myself incapable of writing a client’s name on a form, even one I have known for years. I need to
pause, and I can almost feel the neural pathways of my brain shifting to the areas that deal more
easily with memory and writing. Now I want input from both intuition and logic.I will need to
remain somewhat detached, as I do with my clients. It may prevent me from entering fully into
this experience, but it will keep me grounded in my professional role and I can use my analytical
skills to assess the credibility of what I have been told. Some part of me wants to cast aside
rational thought and simply believe; my training and experience urge me to be more
cautious.Seeking inner resources and spiritual direction, I sit in meditation. I let my mind be clear
and place my attention on my breath. After a time, I say a prayer for guidance and wisdom and
then sit in reflection. I stay alert to messages from spirit while my rational mind, which never
needs to be asked, frequently interrupts. Almost an hour goes by before I reach a tentative
conclusion: Reality is who and what he says he is.I base my belief, in part, on the history of our
relationship and the role he has played in Sally’s life and throughout her healing journey. He has
always represented truth, and he has supported Sally’s growth and independence. He has said
there are strict limits on the degree to which he can interfere, and he has done so only a few
times.I cannot ignore the possibility that Reality is a part of Sally, that he is manipulating me, has
a hidden agenda. I counter it with the fact that he has maintained complete consistency over the
years—internally, as to who he is, and externally, in his interactions with me. Part of my work with
the alters has been to help each develop a sense of self-worth and to recognize her gifts. Reality



supports me in that effort but maintains his distance and a low profile, allowing the alters to grow
through the choices they make and through their relationships—with me, and with each other in
their inner world. The totality of my experience of him fits better with his being Sally’s guardian
than with his being a part of her.I consider Sally’s experience of Reality as a presence, one she
feels as external to both her mind and her body. I have been aware of at least one similar
presence, throughout my life, that I have come to realize is of a spiritual nature. I believe that
each of us has a spir-it and a guardian. It is an intuitive belief but, once accepted, logic would
dictate that a guardian must play a more prominent role in the life of someone with Sally’s
history.As I lean toward acceptance, my rational mind interjects: what if you are wrong? It is a fair
question: if Reality is not who he claims to be, it would be detrimental to Sally for me to listen to
him. It would also be a strong blow to my sense of professional integrity and to my trust in my
own judgment. How far could I go down a false path before it would become self-perpetuating
and leave me mired in the mud of my misconceptions? I turn the question around: what if I were
to discount what Reality said, but he spoke the truth? It is not something I can accept on an
outside chance it might be so, but do I need to have absolute proof?There are no reference
books for me to consult, nothing with which I can compare this experience. I must trust my
instincts and intuition as much as the logic I apply here. All that exists in me, outside of rational
thought, believes; my logical self demands evidence. My belief outweighs any skepticism, and I
can make it a working assumption that Reality is who and what he says. My logical argument
carries weight, but my belief is more a matter of trusting in my ability to know truth. Reality’s
words come back to me. “I have been authorized to reveal certain information to you, but I
cannot tell you all that I know of the spirit world.” Though tentative, my acceptance of Reality’s
truth is strong enough that I am eager to hear more.Should I tell anyone? He said it is at my
discretion to disclose as I see fit. My daughters have expressed an interest in spirituality and the
supernatural, but I will wait and see how things develop before telling them. What about friends
and colleagues? This community is small enough that I cannot afford to be known as a therapist
outside of the mainstream. I know some, perhaps most, would question my conclusions. Could I
convince them that my belief is based, not on what I was told, but on my inner, confirming
experience of it?It is not until I am walking back that I think to ask: why me? I am in close
proximity to Reality on a regular basis, but that cannot be the only reason, which begs the
question: why reveal himself at all? Have others been approached in this way? It is nearly dark, a
few stars are visible as I make my way back to the trailhead. I have found the answer I came for. I
leave full of questions.2. The World of SpiritI HAVE AN OUTDOOR SESSION WITH Sally. We
cross the street and walk along the river path, then stop at a picnic table that gives us some
privacy. Near the end of the hour, Reality appears and says he wants to meet with me in a
natural setting. He adds that Sally has no other plans for this time and then he reminds me of his
references to his superior in the spirit world. His next words take me by surprise.“Eli wishes to
speak to you. He desires direct contact to confirm that a wise choice has been made.”Reality
walks the short distance to the river’s edge and stands with his back to me as he faces the water.



He seems to intensify his connection with the earth as he slowly raises his arms over his head
and then lowers them. I observe a slight stiffening of the body and then a brief, mild tremor
before he turns around.It is Eli who walks slowly over and sits down across from me. I notice that
he inhabits the physical body more fluidly and that his demeanor is softer; he carries with him a
strong presence and emanates an aura of kindness and acceptance. Throughout our brief
conversation, Eli’s voice is resonant, his eyes gently expressive. He speaks with quiet authority,
his attention taking in the totality of my being. I am honored by his parting words.“Zachary has
chosen well.”Eli’s presence is such that it is a confirmation in itself. All of who I am that has
known the depths of despair, the heights of joy, has experienced the pain of another, has known
love and laughter—from deep within my being, his truth is revealed.Zachary returns seconds
later, and I wait for him to speak.“Eli is a strong spirit. Throughout his many lifetimes, his faith
never wavered in his belief in, and service to, the Creator. He advanced steadily to a high Master
level and now gives direction and guidance to a large group of spirits.”I am not surprised at the
change of name. When Zachary said, years ago, to call him Reality, he defined himself in terms
of his function in Sally’s life. Now he explains that Eli’s assessment had more to do with what he
could sense and observe about me than with what I said. I think of how the reverse is often true
among us in the physical world. We grow attached to our thoughts and opinions and believe they
are what define us, at the expense of learning to trust our senses and our intuition.The World of
SpiritZachary proceeds to tell me more about the spirit world. Influenced by the change of scene
and the significance of Eli’s appearance, I want to know everything. I press him for specifics until
he establishes parameters.“Child, it is in your nature to want to know, and you do insist on
details, which can sometimes get in the way of what simply is. It is beyond the scope of my
current mission to fully describe the spirit world or even begin to do it justice. It is a place of
acceptance and love, and it is a place of rules and consequences. It is vast, intricate, and
purposeful—it is eternal.”His voice is gentle, but I feel a bit chastened and wait for him to
continue.“It is my mission, at this critical time, to seek those in a position to reach out to others.
My purpose is to share vital information. These approaches are being made to many, in every
corner of the earth. Each of you will find your own way to tell the story. My approach to you is in
line with your intended lessons for this lifetime. It is also a result of you having opened your mind
and your heart to the world of spirit. You have been tested, faced with challenges, and we are
pleased with how you have responded.”We sit in silence for a moment as twilight descends. It
may be that singular quality of the atmosphere that prompts Zachary to further describe the spirit
world. His usual sedate manner conveys a timeless endeavor. I am left with sensory
impressions: a great expanse, subtle movements and gentle currents, diffused light and muted
colors. It is not so much a place as it is an ambiance—a deep resonance within which purpose is
contained. Overlaying it all is a pure white light that illuminates everything and infuses it with
love.I am aware of images as much as I am of the words he uses. Perhaps the images come
from my spirit or from Eli’s lingering presence; they surround me, inhabit me. I am aware of a
subtle quality to Zachary’s tone. It is that of a distant traveler, speaking with longing of the place



where he is grounded in connection and love—his mission takes him far from home.The
CreatorA longer silence … I notice our time is almost up, but I am determined to make use of
every minute, and I ask Zachary about some popular conceptions of the spirit world.“The spirit
world is not a formless void in which all spirits merge as energy, and it is not a state of perpetual
bliss. It provides opportunities for, and it nurtures the continued growth and education of, every
individual spirit. It is the goal of each spirit to grow to be more like the Creator through the
opportunities He has provided in the creation of this, and other, physical universes.”I note his use
of a masculine pronoun and ask if the Creator is male.“Within the Creator is encompassed all;
sometimes His appearance is that of a male; other times, it is that of a female. It was necessary,
for the purpose of procreation, that there be two genders, but it was never the intention that one
be elevated over the other.”I ask if Creator is the preferred or correct name.“It is the closest
equivalent, in the English language, to the spiritual concept. I could just as easily say God and
will use that designation if you prefer.”I tell him that Creator resonates with me, as does Great
Spirit, in a way that childhood Sunday school images of either a wise or judgmental old man,
sitting on a throne, did not. Reminded of childhood images, others come back to me. I
questioned everything from harp-playing angels sitting on clouds, to streets paved with gold, to a
fiery hell—the one I ask Zachary about.“As it has generally been depicted, hell does not exist.
There is what is called the wandering plane, distant from the Creator, where a spirit spends time
for certain choices made, appropriate to the amount of reflection that is required. Indeed, there
are consequences to human behavior, but the intent is to assist in learning, not to punish. There
is always a path back to the presence of the Creator.”We are out of time. I am aware of feeling a
greater sense of awe than after my last meeting with Zachary, when it was difficult to view him as
other than an earthbound entity called Reality. Eli’s presence tonight was such that it
transcended human qualities, the physical body immaterial to his identity—he made use of it as
a formality, not from necessity.3. CreationWE ARE BACK IN OUR usual office setting. At the end
of an hour with Sally, Zachary appears and says we can take one more. I always set aside two
hours, but we seldom need the second one now. (I will not bill for this time that does not directly
involve her.)Zachary tells me that he wants to start at the beginning, with the creation of this
physical world.“The Creator set in motion the forces that resulted in this world, and He touches
every living thing—but creation is not without its flaws. This planet took eons to develop to the
point where several human-like species emerged with the necessary potential. Of them, Homo
sapiens was the most suited, but it was a long time before they were fully capable of supporting
spiritual life. That was only possible after the Creator intervened and made several adjustments
in their development.”I ask him why our species took so long to develop.“The family unit, with the
relationships it supports, was slow to evolve, and this world was a harsh one. The time and
energy of its inhabitants were devoted strictly to survival needs, and their life spans were
short.”What is required for a spirit to make constructive use of a life?“Eventually, Homo sapiens
came to be capable of advanced cognition, the ability to reason, and complex communication
skills—the qualities necessary to the freedom of thought and action that spirits require. That was



when more advanced spirits first took lifetimes on this planet, inhabiting the physical lives of the
entire species at approximately the same time.”In my view, the creation story of the Old
Testament (and those of other belief systems) has meaning, but I do not take it literally. It makes
sense to me that an entire species, capable of functioning as individuals and in groups, was the
beginning of spiritual life on earth. I want to know how long ago it was.“Given the age of this
planet, it is a relatively recent event, almost 9,000 years ago.”I am surprised that it was so
recently, then recollect my knowledge of history and share my assumption with Zachary.“You
assume correctly. The presence of the intelligence and skills needed to support a full spiritual life
would also predict a population on the verge of developing a written language.”I recall Carl
Sagan’s chart compressing our planet’s history to a twenty-four hour timeline, with humans
arriving less than two minutes before midnight. Our spiritual history would have us arriving in the
last few seconds. I ask Zachary how the Creator assisted in the evolution of our species.“One
intervention was to aid in the development of the larynx to make speech possible; the ability to
communicate is essential for spiritual learning. (Strictly speaking, speech is not a requirement;
some worlds have what you call extra-sensory perception.) The other major adjustments were to
assist in the complex development of the higher functions of the human brain.”My next question
is about the process and necessity of evolution. Couldn’t the Creator have simply brought this
world into being?“The Creator could have fashioned a world ready made, but He was aware that
a perfectly created world would have led to weaknesses over time. He deemed it necessary—to
the inter-relatedness, both of and within ecosystems—that it evolve naturally. This built support
for their interdependence on each other and also for their individual strengths.”I have more
questions, but Zachary wants to move on.“Sally will not always be this available. Her husband
has had to work evenings lately, leaving her with time to fill, but he will soon return to his regular
schedule. It is important that any disruptions to her life be kept to a minimum. Let us
proceed.”Multiple LifetimesZachary states his understanding that I believe in multiple lifetimes. I
nod in agreement as he emphasizes his first point.“It is not the individual person who
reincarnates; it is the spirit who attaches to a succession of human lives. As each lifetime is
completed, the spirit integrates significant experience into their spiritual identity.”I ask if, when
spirits choose a lifetime, it is with the knowledge of others who will share it with them.“Spirits are
aware of who the parents will be and of any prior spiritual connection with them. They sometimes
are aware of siblings and other key figures expected to be present in that lifetime.”If it is the spirit
who reincarnates, what explains those who claim to remember a previous life?“A spirit will retain
relevant details from several past lives, those most pertinent to their current lifetime. It is possible
for a mortal to have glimpses of those past lives, and it is natural that they would want to claim
them as their own.”Do humans return as animals? (I have never thought it plausible.)“Animals do
not have the necessary cognitive and language abilities, and they are largely incapable of
making free choices. Their spirits are simply animating spirits, with the purpose of protecting and
propagating each species. Their kingdom is vastly different from the one designed for human
spirits, and it is completely separate.”What of those who have had near-death experiences and



report seeing loved ones, including animals?“In the initial plane of transition, an animal spirit
may be present briefly if there had been a close bond. It will assume the same appearance it had
in life.”PurposeI pick up on Zachary’s mention of spiritual purpose and ask what more he can tell
me about it.“The spirit world has been structured to provide opportunities for growth, so that all
spirits might approach that which exists within the Creator—an immense, benevolent power that
emanates only outward, that diminishes no one. The Creator welcomes all who approach the
same status. As the Creator also continues to evolve, there are few who come close and none
who are, or who will ever be, equal.”Is there a clear, well-defined path that all spirits follow?“It is
essential that the individual spirit be free to choose whether to follow the path of opportunity.
This path diverges into many as each spirit designs and follows their own agenda.”So each spirit
goes their own way?“The Creator is generous. Assistance is offered at every turn to help guide a
spirit, but, ultimately, they make their own choices. A spirit must contend with its own unique
personality and with those of the spirits to whom it is accountable. In this regard, it is similar to
individual goals and relationships as they exist in the physical world.”Do spiritual goals change
over time?“The purpose of spirits who attain a certain status is to assist other spirits and to
contribute to an environment that sustains and perpetuates the growth of all spirits. It is
necessary to maintain an awareness of one’s own status and purpose while focusing always on
the greater design, purpose, and being of the Creator.”Whose Life is it?Listening to Zachary, I
begin to question: is it my life or my spirit’s life?“It is both—more so yours throughout your
lifetime and more that of your spirit after it. Primarily, it is the spirit that serves the human rather
than the human that serves the spirit, which hesitates to impose its will too much.”Does my spirit
know the direction my life will take?“Your spirit is aware of the lessons to be learned but is not
aware of the specific situations that will bring them about. For instance, a spirit will not know if
what seems to be a bad choice might lead to an intended lesson, as is often the case.”I question
if this contradicts what is taught about following a straight and narrow path.“Your spirit knows
that you must learn from the consequences of your decisions. Like a good parent, your spirit will
be there to help you process the results of your actions and, usually, to provide guidance before
you act. You will aid that process if you spend time in reflection and in making considered
choices.”I am still not clear on the extent to which a spirit will join with the desires of a human life
versus us responding to theirs.“There is a balance that will meet both of your needs, conditions
that nourish your spirit and conditions that nourish you as a human entity. Most of these will be
the same or will grow to be so.”What role does a spirit play when we humans are behaving
badly?“What I have just said applies mainly to constructive pursuits. A young spirit, or one slow
to make progress, may become caught up in destructive behaviors or unable to dissuade a
mortal from them. Their intent on taking that life would have been to deal effectively with the
challenges presented, learn from them, and then return to a path of growth, but, as is the case
with humans, a spirit’s best intentions are not always realized.”If a spirit’s intent is always
positive, how do you explain some of the worst examples of human behavior?“A long-term,
viciously destructive life would not be part of an intended lesson, or of a destiny, but it is not



uncommon for a spirit to lose control of the direction a life is taking. I expect you are aware of
some notorious examples. A spirit will continue to make attempts to direct a wayward life and will
be alert for opportunities to resume their guidance.”My confusion must be evident; Zachary
enlightens me.“Some intended lessons might lead to years of following a destructive path,
seeking to learn the lessons thoroughly, but the spirit’s intent would be to return to a more
positive life path. One example would be to follow, and then turn away from, the path of
addiction; however, an intended lesson would not involve the taking of a life or other egregious
acts.”Our time is up and Sally returns. I once asked her what she experiences while Zachary is
talking to me. She replied that she is in a place of rest and calming energy that she welcomes as
a respite; her appearance reflects a rejuvenating experience.As I drive across town to a meeting
of mental health professionals, I think of how my spirit knew who my parents would be and
where they lived. Can I make any assumptions about why she chose this life over others? Have I
had past lives with either of my parents? Did my spirit seek my somewhat isolated childhood in
the country? Is it she who was first drawn to nature? Did she know the type of person I would be,
or was it her influence that forged me? My first impulse is to give her credit for my better qualities
and blame myself for my lesser ones. What I’ve learned about the interplay between mortal and
spirit suggests I am, perhaps, being too hard on myself.I feel that I have a more complete answer
in what Zachary said about the purpose of the spirit world. (I see an image of millions of spirits
who have achieved Eli’s strong presence, the immensity of their combined power and influence.)
Of the various descriptions I have heard, Zachary’s, brief as it was, leaves me the most satisfied:
within the benevolent presence of the Creator, there exist opportunities, growth, and purpose.4.
LessonsIN TODAY’S SESSION WITH SALLY, I work with her and two of the alters. For her to
move closer to integration, they need to come close enough to observe her life, but she doesn’t
yet trust them to not take control. When Zachary comes, he tells me he will encourage her in that
direction, and then he briskly says we must take advantage of the available time.“The essential
purpose of a spirit taking a physical lifetime is for the lessons it offers. There are many of them,
presented at various degrees of difficulty over a number of lifetimes. Each repetition leads to an
increase in understanding through a greater depth of experience.”Zachary explains that many
lessons are learned in incremental steps. For instance, a lesson first presented in a lifetime that
is relatively uncomplicated will later be presented in a more difficult context. Or, the
circumstances may escalate, e.g., a younger spirit will learn to forgive minor offenses, an older
one what we would consider an unforgivable act.I ask if every lesson requires multiple
exposures.“Many do not, but you should never underestimate the value of a lesson, even one to
be gleaned from an event that appears to be insignificant.”I do not expect Zachary to provide me
with a complete list of lessons in order of importance, and he does not.“There is no order, as
such; it is a series of opportunities to acquire knowledge. A spirit is guided to build and expand
on the lessons of previous lifetimes, but they are free to ignore what has been recommended.”I
share what I think could be lessons, and Zachary adds a few to my list.Lessons — A Partial
ListLove, in its many formsAwareness of one’s spiritSelf-awarenessSelf-disciplineSelf-



integrityFaith in one’s convictionsHonestyGenerosityHumilityFaith and TrustRespect for all
humansAppropriate use of powerForgivenessKnowledge of human societiesThe psychology of
the individualAwareness of the CreatorThe laws of physics and other scientific
knowledgeAwareness of the inter-relatedness of all racesAwareness of the inter-relatedness of
ecological systems“What you have here is enough to give a general idea. Lessons are often
intricate and they overlap, with layers of meaning from accumulated lifetimes. An extensive
review is required, at the end of each lifetime, to grasp their full impact.”Some people attribute
life’s hardest lessons to our past actions, either in this lifetime or in a previous one. I ask Zachary
if that is the case.“Do not assume that any one challenge is due to your actions in a previous life
—most often they are not—and they are rarely based on actions from your current lifetime. And,
do not think that lessons are always presented in a negative fashion; the circumstances may as
often be positive, or neutral. There is one common factor: lessons require that you make
choices.”What about those situations not under our control? Do we not learn from them as
well?“You are correct. Much can be learned from situations that are not of your choosing;
however, you do have some choice in how you respond to them.”I ask if he can give me an
example of a lesson that would be common to most lives.“In almost every lifetime, there are
debts to be paid from a previous lifetime. You have harmed others, to some degree and in some
fashion, and you must make amends in this lifetime. Humans have a tendency to become mired
in the past as they seek a reason for the bad things that happen, and they tend to view them as
punishment. They would be better served to put their focus on their present life and on how they
might increase their understanding and acceptance of others—and then choose to act
accordingly.”Zachary has paused, but not as if he is finished. I wait for him to continue.“Keep in
mind: most of the events in your life are either chance occurrences or arise out of choices you
have made that are not related to your intended lessons.”I’ve never accepted the common
saying that “everything happens for a reason.” If interpreted to mean that all was meant to
happen, it leaves little room for free choice. Zachary has confirmed my view-point. (Cause and
effect are a different matter.)I ask if it is helpful to uncover past-life experiences.“It is not
necessary, and it may even be detrimental, as few practitioners are capable of eliciting accurate
accounts. There is a strong tendency for the human mind to find what it expects to find. Rest
assured: if a past life issue needs to be addressed, it will be presented to you in some manner.
Upon your return to the spirit world, you will know of any connection to a past lifetime. That will
be soon enough.”Are we likely to have some sense of those past-life issues?“You have, located
within your subconscious, the elements of certain events from past lives that may contribute to
your reaction when you confront a similar situation in this lifetime. It is not necessary that you
know the details.”I have long thought there is too much to learn for any one life-time to be
adequate to the task. As Zachary has been talking about lessons, I have flashed on scenes from
the movie Groundhog Day. It is accurate in concept, if not in particulars. We do not go through
multiple repetitions of one day, as in the plot of the movie, but if some lessons are not learned a
spirit will be guided to choose a next lifetime that offers opportunities for them.Zachary next tells



me that sometimes a spirit will step back, relinquish their efforts, and observe how we manage
on our own. I am puzzled and ask if this doesn’t conflict with the idea of us following our spirit’s
guidance.“It is a mixture. Sometimes the balance shifts one way and some-times the other. Your
spirit is here to guide you but also to learn from observing the course of your life and from you as
an individual. Giving you free rein is an opportunity for both of you to learn.”An image comes to
me of two paths intertwining, but not without some tension. I see those lives most in tune with
spirit as two paths almost indistinguishable, so closely are they aligned. I see the least harmonic
relationships as two paths that meet only occasionally, out of alignment but irrevocably linked. I
see my own path as one that is generally aligned with that of my spirit, mostly in harmony, often
overlapping.Zachary begins to change the subject, but I interrupt to ask if he can tell me what
lessons my spirit was to have learned in this life-time. I wait while he pauses, eyes closed, and
seems to search a file of some sort.“I can tell you of two. First, it was known that you would face
chronic health issues. The second is associated with your career. You have had past lifetimes of
doing similar work among the more privileged classes. In this one, you were to choose to work
with the less fortunate, as you have mostly done. I can also inform you that you have learned all
of the lessons intended to this point in your life. If you had not, you would not have been
approached, which requires a certain status. That is my next topic.”I excuse myself to get a glass
of water, and I ask Zachary if I can bring one for him.“Yes. The body requires fluid.”I walk out of
the room, flexing my fingers, cramped from note taking. In a few minutes we are ready to
continue.StatusPutting aside curiosity about my own status, I listen to Zachary.“A spirit gains in
status primarily through the successful learning of lessons. Upon physical death, and return to
the spirit world, the intended lessons are compared to what was learned. Upon completion of the
full review, any increase in status is awarded.”What happens if an intended lesson does not
present itself?“Attempts are made to substitute others; the Creator does not intend for any
lifetime to be wasted. In recent decades, though, many spirits have returned disappointed. The
pace of modern life, and its emphasis on the material, has made it difficult for them to
accomplish their planned lessons. With so many options for superficial success and enjoyment,
they can easily lose sight of their spiritual journey.”What distinguishes one status from
another?“There are seven levels of status before the Master level. Those at the first two levels
are considered junior spirits; five more levels reflect increases in knowledge and ability. Each
level requires proficiency in a number of competencies.”Do all spirits make progress at the same
rate?“No. Most spirits do not proceed on a steady climb up the ladder; status can be lost as well
as gained. It is usually not a great amount, but it is possible to lose all status and have to start
over. Failure to learn a planned lesson does not, in itself, lead to a loss of status.”As Zachary
talks, I mentally compare the gaining of status in the spirit world to how we are promoted in
school, the next level not reached without passing grades. The standards in the spirit world are
high, at times requiring the equivalent of going back to first grade; it is not a pass/fail course.It
occurs to me that I tend to think of spirits as being fairly uni-form in their nature and abilities. I ask
why learning is more difficult for some.“It varies. A spirit might be less than diligent in their



guidance of a human life due to their inexperience, to not paying attention, or to a lack of skill.
One spirit might fail to make a wise choice in selecting a lifetime, another may not be strongly
motivated to achieve a higher status, and yet another may not realize how or when to exert
influence.”Zachary pauses, then tells me there is just enough time left to explain what he had
meant, five years ago, when he said it was essential that Sally’s memories be returned to her.“If
Sally were to complete her life without integration, her spirit would lose all status; the
fragmentation of her mind would prevent any of the necessary learning. Because her spirit is of
quite high status, it would be a great loss to the spirit world if she were to have to start over. As
her guardian, I knew it was imperative that she seek help and achieve integration.”Our time is
up.I have an hour before an evening client is due. I visit with a colleague as she is leaving for the
day and wonder if I should confide in her. What would she think if I told her I was just talking to a
spirit? Could she understand? Could I convey to her the basis of my belief? This is not the time.I
cross the street to the river, walk a short distance to a bench, and consider Zachary’s last
comment. I have wondered why, years ago, he used the word “essential” when he said Sally’s
memories had to be returned. It was a clue to his identity, and I did pick up on it. I asked myself
how, if he was a part of her, he could make such a strong statement, with all the authority of an
expert consultant. I did not take that thought to its logical conclusion—he is not a part of her.I am
not surprised that my health issues were a known lesson. They have been an immense
challenge, one I first failed as I wal-lowed in self-pity, envied active friends, compensated with
food and gained fifty pounds. I flash back three years: I get up from a week in bed with the flu
and find that my life has changed. Walking is as easy as moving through quicksand; my body
pushes against an unrelenting force. My right leg drags, I frequently fall down, and I can’t hold a
ten-pound baby. I don’t have the muscle control to skip a small stone across the water. My
dreams are filled with detailed scenes of my daughters in danger. I struggle to reach them but I
can’t move. My doctors have no answers.By the end of the first year, I could often walk for twenty
minutes. I took control of my own recovery: cut out processed foods, lifted weights when able,
lost thirty pounds and then ten more. I returned to meditation, abandoned when I had needed it
most, and added healing practices. My progress has been uneven—for every few steps forward,
I take one back—but I no longer let myself be defeated by a bad day. I have learned, each to
some extent, lessons in acceptance, determination, perseverance, and hope. To reflect on it now
calls back feelings of helplessness and despair. I need to shake them off.I have time for a brisk
walk along the river, ten minutes one way, enough to clear my head and to feel my strength. I
slow down on the walk back, crouch at the water’s edge, and search out a small, flat stone. I hold
it firmly horizontal between my thumb and middle finger. Then, in a precise move perfected as a
child, I swing my arm back just above the surface and, with intention and purpose, release the
stone. It skips … then once more … and then a third and final skip before gently sinking beneath
the still water. I am ready for my client.Masters9/14I see Sally in the waiting room and wonder if,
when Zachary comes, he will appear to be in drag. Sally has plans for a night out with friends
and is dressed in a flowing pants and tunic outfit, wearing heels. She has makeup on—



eyeshadow, mascara, deep red lipstick—and contact lenses. Her long, auburn hair falls in gentle
waves to her shoulders. This is the first I have seen her dressed to go out. When I compliment
her, she says, “I feel like my old self again. I am ready to reclaim my life.”By the time Zachary
appears, I have grown used to Sally’s look, and it is only slightly disconcerting as he returns to
the subject of status. I have come to recognize a deliberate pattern: he gives me a minimum of
information and then expects me to question him.“The number of lifetimes needed to reach the
status of Master is not a set amount.”I ask him for examples of how and why it might vary.“Some
spirits are quicker to learn, just as some people are, and some are more ambitious and focused
on a quick rise in status. Some spirits feel at home in the physical world, return often, and thrive
here; others are reluctant to return and do so less frequently.”What is required to achieve the
Master level?“It is attained when a spirit has learned all of the lessons of this world. At that point,
they are no longer required to return to a physical lifetime.”Thoughts of my own status and
lifetimes intrude. I can’t ignore them. I ask Zachary if he can tell me how many lifetimes my spirit
has completed. He doesn’t answer me immediately but pauses, his eyes closed.“The total is
eighty-seven, including this one.”I don’t know what to make of that number and ask him what
more he can tell me.“Your spirit is close to the end of her physical lifetimes. The exact number
will depend on the outcomes of those yet to come.”I put my personal thoughts aside. Zachary
said a Master is not required to take another physical life, but I assume it is possible.“Yes, they
do return. At any one time, there will be many Masters among you. They take a physical lifetime
for a specific purpose: to impart wisdom to a group, to provide guidance at a turning point in
history, or to bring a message from the Creator. Many well-known figures, throughout the course
of your world history, have been returning Masters.”I have to ask Zachary to name names: who
would I recognize as a returning Master?“First, I must mention the next level, that of Sages, the
highest level of status. Masters and Sages you would recognize include the great religious
teachers Jesus, Mohammed, and Buddha; great philosophers, including Confucius and several
from early Greece; artists, including Michelangelo; great scientific thinkers, including Einstein;
and many others from all walks of life.”It comes as no surprise to me that our greatest spiritual
teachers have been Masters or Sages. I think of the Renaissance, that rebirth following the Dark
Ages, and assume that a number of Masters, besides Michelangelo, returned at that time. Did
their number include Da Vinci, Mozart, Shakespeare, and Galileo? I wonder: who are the
Masters among us now?I think of the many lifetimes needed to rise to the level of Master and
remind myself that progress in the spirit world takes place with-in the context of eternity. Time, as
we know it, does not exist. I have read variations on a description of eternity similar to this:
imagine a granite mountain, impervious to the elements; then imagine that a bird flies by once
every one hundred years, brushing the tip of a feather against the rock; and now imagine the
time it would take for the mountain to be thus worn away. That length of time is the beginning of
eternity—there is no end.Parallel SpiritsZachary firmly suggests that we move on, to the topic of
parallel spirits—those who often take a physical life within the same time-frame and geographic
area. I still my wandering mind and listen.“You and Sally are such parallel spirits. Among your



shared lives are those as siblings, as student and teacher, and as a tribal leader and his shaman
among an island people in the Pacific. Sally’s spirit has most often sought leadership roles in
physical lifetimes; the role of shaman fits with the preferences of your spirit.”Several months ago,
Sally told me of a dream in which she and I were brother and sister, playing outdoors and
wearing rough-hewn snowshoes. I did not dismiss her interpretation, or immediately accept it,
but I did consider the possibility that she was right. My only confirmation is a childhood
fascination with snowshoes and that I retain a clear image of a storybook illustration of a Native
American boy using them.Zachary now tells me it was a lifetime in the early 1700’s, near the
Northern Great Lakes with the Blackfeet, and we did use snow-shoes. I once worked with a man
who had grown up on a reservation. On one of our road trips, always good for deeper
conversations, he turned to me and said, “Are you sure you’re not Native?” He was referring, not
to my looks, but to my nature and my view of the world. Now Zachary tells me more about our
parallel lives.“It was determined more than twenty years ago, before you entered college, that
you would be the one to someday help Sally. It was known that your prior spiritual connection
would assist in the process, and perhaps be essential, given the extent of her needs.”I have a
vivid memory of the first time I held my high school psychology book. It was small for a textbook,
a rich deep red, the simple title, Psychology, embossed in gold. I can still almost hear what
seemed to be an alert signal as I looked at it, but when I started college the next year I was intent
on a major in foreign languages. Zachary now confirms that I was guided to switch my major to
psychology and later in my choice of graduate study.“A great deal of influence was used to help
your spirit guide you to your destined career.”I am not surprised. When asked why I chose this
field, I have always replied that it was not a considered choice, that I was somehow led to it. I
think back to Sally’s first appointment, made for her by a friend who Sally insisted come with her
to my office. Her friend mentioned that, when she called the mental health center and was given
the names of three therapists, a strong feeling came over her to select me. Now Zachary tells me
that she was guided to make that choice.When we did a detailed history, Sally told me how she
came to live here ten years ago. She and her husband had been building a house in a small
community near her parents, five hours from here. They considered it an excellent place to raise
their preschool children and planned to stay at least fifteen years. Their house was half finished
when her husband got a letter from his company offering him a management position here. He
had not sought promotion, there were several qualified people in line ahead of him, and the
position had not been advertised. Sally said they had never understood why that offer came so
unexpectedly. I ask Zachary if that move had been arranged.“Yes, it was. Circumstances
sometimes are orchestrated, but only when strictly necessary. It might be to direct a life away
from an unproductive path, toward an imperative lesson, or to obtain needed assistance. A
person may even be deliberately led down an unsavory path for the lessons to be found there.
Do not conclude that your entire life is orchestrated, but most lives will contain one such life-
altering event and some may have several.”His words prompt another memory. When I moved
here, eighteen years ago, there were no openings in my field, so I found related work with a large



organization. Eight years later, I was managing a program, enjoying my work, expanding the
services, and raising revenues. Then, without warning, I was told that management of the
program would be transferred up a level. Shocked, unwilling to accept it, I called the mental
health center, found they had an opening, and started there three weeks later. I ask Zachary
about it.“It was important to arrange something dramatic to get you to change direction, not
solely for Sally’s sake but for that of other clients and to fulfill your career destiny. Your employer
was urged to restructure that office and the director of the mental health agency was convinced
to open a new position.”I now see the sudden changes made in my previous job from a new
perspective. It had bothered me for some time that work I loved, and a program I had helped
develop and grow, was arbitrarily taken from me.Our time is almost up. I ask Zachary if, when
taking a lifetime, a spirit knows which parallel spirits will be near.“It is sometimes known but as
often it is not, and it is not always predestined that your paths will cross. For instance, you and
Sally were not expected to interact in this lifetime. When her need became apparent, as a young
teen, a search was made for a parallel spirit destined to pursue your line of work.”I say it sounds
as if a large group of parallel spirits is like money in the bank, there to be drawn upon if needed.
Zachary says that is an apt comparison, and then he says goodbye.I walk on the island in the
late afternoon. Before long, I fall into a meandering stream of consciousness, my mind full of
thoughts about lessons, status, and the many lifetimes of my spirit.Where does this lifetime of
mine fit? It is not, I think, either the most exciting of them or the most difficult, and it is not one of
high status or financial gain, apparently was never meant to be. It has been a rich mixture of
challenges and intrinsic rewards.Lessons are associated with making choices, with being free to
act. How might I determine the lessons meant for this lifetime? A first step would to be to
consider those times when I have been faced with a choice, when my life could have taken one
direction or another based on my decision—but how do I know if I made the right choice?Were
there more lessons in my marriage or in my divorce? I felt more strongly guided to the latter.
Years ago, making plans for my wedding, I realized I was not a starry-eyed bride, but I did not
stop to reconsider. The marriage brought lessons of love and loss, of finding my own voice,
knowing that I had to leave, and acting on my decision. Were any of these what I was meant to
learn?An ordinary day is filled with choices: to offer a helping hand, or not; to be open or closed
to the opinions of others; to overlook or confront what offends or upsets us; to see those who
differ from us as other or to see our common origin; to act on our impulses, or not. Could these
be as important as our major life decisions?Some lessons are about self-discovery. Was it
Socrates who said, “To thine own self be true”? No, that was Shakespeare, I think in Hamlet,
which I fell asleep to at the Guthrie. Socrates said, “Know thyself,” and “An unexamined life is not
worth living.” I have been reading a lot of Emerson lately. He would reflect on a routine set of
questions at the end of each day. I am less structured and consistent in my approach.
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Hannah Lee, “This skeptic was convinced- and I learned a lot about my own spiritual journey..
My best friend recommended this book. It’s not the type I usually read, but I decided to order a
copy since she liked it so much. I tend to be skeptical about such things, but the author asked
readers to keep an open mind, so I did. At first, it wasn’t easy, her experience was so surreal, but
it helped that she shared her own doubts. By the end of the book, I believed it all. The two main
characters, Tessa and Michael, were real to me from the start of their amazing relationship.
While her personal journey held me in its grip, what had the most impact on me is what she was
told about the spirit world and the purpose of our lives. Zachary and Amelia, the two spirits who
spoke to Tessa, explained so much in a way that was easy to understand. I have spent a lot of
time reflecting on how what they said applies to my life. My friend and I often talk about one topic
or another, and it has helped me open discussions with my family—my teenage daughter
enjoyed the book and my husband even read parts of it. I would recommend this book to anyone
who wants a good read, who likes a love story, or who wants to explore their spiritual side or
deepen their faith.”

denis bider, “A deeply personal account valuable for those who can relate. Some books are like
fiber - suitable for anyone's diet. Others are like medicine - not everyone is in a position to
benefit, but they're invaluable to those in specific situations.The Invisible Choir is a deeply
personal account by someone who knew most people won't be able to relate, yet has told the
story in most intimate detail for the benefit of those who are willing to take the plunge and trust
the author. This will be much easier if you yourself have had an experience like that. The number
of people who have experienced inexplicable feelings for someone is much greater than those
who have had these feelings adequately explained.Famous books in this genre briefly cover the
experiences of many people, looking from the outside in. The Invisible Choir is one of those
stories in intimate detail, as experienced from the inside out. Few people are in a position to
write about such an experience.”

Ebook Library Reader, “a good read that provide answers, leads to insights, opens lines for
reflection and discussion - excellent for book clubs. I read The Invisible Choir straight through a
month ago, and I’ve been going back to read most of it again. I was immediately caught up in
Tessa’s story. The events she describes are out of the ordinary, surreal, but utterly believable. As
she struggled to come to the truth of her experience, I appreciated that she shared both her
thought processes and her emotions. I thought the two spirits who told her about the spirit world
came across as authentic. What they said helped me to make sense of my life and my purpose;
why and how the physical world exists; and what will happen when I leave this world. It reminded
me of Many Lives Many Masters by Dr. Brian Weiss, but Tessa’s personal story took it to a
different level.The other main character, Michael, was introduced through some his journal



entries. Tessa had reached out to him spiritually and he saw her in a dream. Their amazing
relationship showed me the possibilities of love. Their experience of the Light was equally
amazing and awe-inspiring.The Invisible Choir is definitely a good read, but more than that it
provides answers, leads to insights, and opens lines for reflection and discussion. I have
recommended it to my book club.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Truth. I know this story to be the truth. I know the implosion of self with
grief and unconditional love. Tessa, thank you for writing your story: my own is similar. I feel your
courage will pave the way for others, including myself to continue our lives, our missions, truth in
the Creator as our breath of life.As a note from me: I’m so sorry for the pain you felt. I wanted to
crawl up and wither away when I experienced the separation(s). The concept of twin flames is a
simple term as I’ve learned and am still learning-two of the same can live as one whole-and one
of the same, the heart, can live in two as one whole. I chose to experience many things
concurrently to the gift of what I’ve called my love-dove. Some days I hope for a freedom that
would bring with it-the total acceptance of a higher good, which so far has meant letting go. I
hear we are masters of our own destiny and reality is what we make it. Maybe somewhere
destiny is the master of reality or the other way around.I bless your heart. What a mighty mighty
spirit you are-thank you. Had you given up, I would have been alone right now. But you and
Michael have given me comfort and peace.”

BM, “Extraordinary. This is the extraordinary true story of how Tessa, a therapist, came into
contact with the spirit world via one of her clients. The client, Sally, was suffering multiple
fragmented personalities (dissociative identity disorder) due to early traumas. As several
personalities appeared in her treatment, one of them turned out to be quite different from the rest
— not another ‘alter ego’ but a wise guardian spirit. This one proceeded to give Tessa
information about the spirit world. Events then took an unexpected turn when it was revealed
that one of Tessa’s soul mates, a man called Michael whom she has never met, had initially
been destined to be her love-partner in this life, but is now dying in a hospice. According to the
spirit world, the planned relationship had missed its chance and must now be abandoned. But
Tessa refuses to accept that. What follows is almost unbelievable, as two people who have
never met somehow manage to communicate by seemingly supernatural means thanks to the
intervention of their spirit guides.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Really explains a lot. This book really organises, affirms and reflects
what I believe is true, a really great read, I can’t recommend enough!”

Ebook Library Reader, “definitely worth reading. This is a wonderful book to read but the reader
should maintain an open mind.”

Ernest Foulds, “Not sure about this. Not sure about this”
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